REVIEW MEETING OF NIC DISTRICT CENTRES BY STATE
COORDINATOR, ODISHA
On 19th October, 2020, Ms. Shalini Mathrani, DDG and State Coordinator,
Odisha took the review of all the thirty districts of Odisha over VC in presence
of Ms. Kabita Roy Das, DDG & SIO and ASIOs Mr. S.A.Khan, Scientist-F,
Mr Dillip Kr. Nanda, Scientist-F and Ms. Nirupama Mohapatra, Scientist-F.

At the outset, State Coordinator wished good health to all and asked to follow
the Covid-19 guidelines strictly. She asked all district officers to update
themselves with emerging technologies and involve themselves in developing
projects that can be rolled out not only in other districts but also at the national
level. She asked NIC officers to complete Vidyakosh courses who are yet to
complete the same and participate in the Webinar talks.
On this occasion SIO and Mr. S.A.Khan, ASIO apprised the State Coordinator
about the achievements and strengths of each NIC district centre.
DDG & SIO informed about the work of DIO & DIA, Jagatsinghpur who
have implemented eOffice in the district and sub district level, which has been
highly appreciated by the State government and widely covered in the media
due to its impact during this pandemic.

State Coordinator interacted with each DIO. DIOs informed about their
achievements and also issues pertaining to technical, administrative and
financial matters. State Coordinator and SIO assured the DIOs to look into all
such issues. State Coordinator assured to give full support if any issue has to be
taken up at headquarter level. Some issues like giving parallel network link to
some districts, purchase of dead stock, supply of technical consumables at
district level, provisioning of imprest cash for DIOs were also discussed and
she promised to short out the problems as soon as possible. Regarding backup
link to District Centres, State Coordinator asked Mr. Khan, ASIO to coordinate
with the local NKN team and also NIC(HQ).
State coordinator expressed her satisfaction about the relentless work done by
the District Centre officials of Odisha during the COVID pandemic and their
unstinted support to the district administration.
The meeting ended with thanks to the Chair.

